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BACKGROUND:   The joy, and challenge, of creating a piece such as this is that you 
get to choose the bits you want to do and cast it around the people you have. So, bits 
from Macbeth, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Twelfth Night and Romeo and Juliet 
can be presented as stand-alone extracts or linked thematically. In this case, love (in 
all its forms), disorder, harmony and deception are linked by the use of a chorus 
(narrator), and relevant, current songs. Needless to say, what is required is a piece 
that entertains the audience and showcases the talents of the performer under the 
direction of a guiding and confident hand and in this case the director selected and 
structured the final pieces himself exerting control over the whole venture. As a script 
the integration of songs and some comment from the Chorus to link the sections 
together gives it a unified feel. 

STAGE PRESENTATION: 

Set:   With the audience seated on three sides a relatively intimate playing space was 
created. The blacks ‘upstage’ formed a suitable, neutral backdrop, with central arch 
that allowed for entrances and exits. Entrances and exits also ‘downstage’ left and 
right. A rostrum centre, which could be moved to create appropriate configurations, a 
moveable section on wheels that with the help of a backdrop of trellis and foliage 
created Titania’s bower, and an area stage left on the rostra for Juliet’s balcony 
allowed for the various locations to be created swiftly. There were some issues, 
however: the rostrum that was used in the scene between Romeo and Juliet became 
confusing especially as Romeo was meant to clamber up on to the balcony. I 
appreciate fully the way the ‘balcony’ for Juliet was created amongst the audience 
would have created more problems than it solved had Romeo played his scene 
alongside her. Perhaps, it may have been better to have had her centre stage all the 
way through and isolated in a special? 

Costumes:  costumes had been considered and the style and period in which the 
characters were playing were reflected suitably, so that the Witches were individually 
attired, Feste wore a tartan skirt and red tails (an eccentric appearance), Toby and 
Andrew dressed in  golfing clothing, Malvolio in a dressing gown, chain of office (which 



needed to be much bigger to represent what he thought of himself), Maria in a 
nightdress; Malvolio’s yellow stockings and cross-gartering had to be revealed by his 
throwing off of his trousers which, admittedly, created an entertaining moment for the 
audience. Titania festooned with greenery, Oberon in bottoms and a shirt; the Fairies 
individually attired with Cobweb in a Punk outfit which reflected the anarchy amongst 
them; the Mechanicals in costumes that attempted to reflect their trades. Romeo and 
Juliet dressed in modern clothes as were the Capulets, Montagues and the Prince. 
The Chorus in a black, sparkly number. The singers in black. Face make-up, where 
used, was fine. 

Properties:   Few props. required. As mentioned Malvolio’s chain of office needed to 
be a bigger affair, and I thought that the Prince’s ‘staff’ looked very home-made and 
not really in keeping with his status. The ass’s head was perfectly acceptable. 

Sound and Lighting:  general cover, with specials and a follow spot for specific 
moments and to highlight locations. The pianist in a special. Some use of colour 
washes, blue, red for the witches’ scene, Romeo and Juliet’s scene, special on Juliet 
on the ‘balcony’. A mirror ball. Lighting fairly straightforward. Thunder and lightning for 
the Macbeth section. I wondered whether lighting might have been used a little more 
creatively to enhance the overall production values. 

ACTING:   Having workshopped and guaranteed that everyone who wanted to take 
part, regardless of experience, should have the opportunity, the director was faced 
with marshalling a range of individuals into a unified whole. Inevitably some 
inexperience showed and with the task of coming to terms with Shakespeare (which 
in itself can be daunting) this was no mean task. If some inexperience did show, what 
also showed was the tremendous team work, support for each other and a desire to 
share the production with the audience all the way through. Everyone succeeded to 
some extent in their involvement with the production. The verse speaking was perfectly 
acceptable for the most part although there were moments when delivery needed to 
be speedier. The singing was excellent; especially notable was Feste, although the 
choir also was confident and well-drilled. 

 

PRODUCTION: (Directed by Ed Green; Musical Director Keith Robinson)  The 
excitement in the audience was tangible even before the production started: Keith 
Robinson at the piano created the right sort of ambience before the Chorus (Kath 
Kerry) introduced the show. I did think that the verse was spoken clearly, but the 
actress needed to speed up the delivery at times. The looks and gestures out to the 
three banks attempted to engage the audience successfully. Some tips, though: avoid 
too much gesturing and arm flailing and direct comments to all sections of the 
audience. The announcements at the beginning in a Shakespearean ‘style’ added to 
the sense of fun from the word go. 



The introduction of the Witches (Sue Elliott Jo Oultram and Andrea Jones) was 
uninhibited which is exactly as it should be. The costume, delivery and projection from 
all three made them very distinct and they clearly enjoyed the roles. Playing had the 
necessary darkness and impact. 

There were issues with the section from Twelfth Night, however. The introduction of 
Toby Belch (Colin Smith) and Sir Andrew (Chris Newman) lost much of the fun the 
scene should have had and this was down to slow and hesitant delivery of the lines. 
Also, there was scope for more secure characterisation. The scene needed to be 
raucous to extract all the comedy it needed but was a little too flat. Feste (JoJo 
Gleave) displayed a good singing voice and attempted to engage with the on-stage 
action. The character was clearly fixated on her mobile and the reading of texts – this 
was fine until we realised that she seemed to wander permanently around the set 
looking down at the mobile. We needed to see more of her face and reactions. 

The lack of exuberance in this scene (and Toby and Maria’s dancing appeared 
somewhat inhibited) meant that Malvolio’s entrance to quell the jollity in fear of 
disturbing Olivia, especially as she is in mourning, didn’t have the impact it should 
have had. However, Malvolio (Chris Mapp) did attempt to create the superiority of the 
character. The anarchy, as displayed with the revellers and Maria, (Fran Hamer) 
needed a lot more noise and energy so that her decision to formulate a plan to bring 
Olivia’s steward down a peg or two changes the mood of the scene as she realises 
that she will play on his vanity. It all needed to build much more effectively so that 
Malvolio’s entrance in his dressing gown and wearing his chain of office (he obviously 
sleeps with it on) should top what is going on. I did think that there was some 
uncertainty with the playing here. Cues were a little slow in being picked up which 
meant that momentum was lost. Malvolio needed to display more of his displeasure 
both physically and vocally. Again, there needed to be more of an attempt for a more 
obvious change in tone and pace as Toby and Andrew, through tiredness and sobering 
up, skulked off. 

And now it’s the turn of Titania (Lynn Pegler), Oberon (Ed Green) and the Fairies. 
The verse speaking was effective showing understanding of the text, the 
relationship/enmity of the warring couple, supported by the colourful fairies. Movement 
in the space didn’t always appear motivated and it might have been better for Oberon 
and Titania to have kept more of a physical distance to emphasise their status. 
Occasionally Titania’s movement around him seemed to weaken her stance and the 
actress, although expressing the verse effectively, needs to reign in her movement 
and gesture. There was a little too much going on at times. 

The introduction of the rude Mechanicals is always going to be a comic moment as 
the audience are drawn to them and the developing situation, their characters and 
behaviour. Led by Peter Quince (Dave Snow) who has the task of organising them, 
rehearsing them in order to represent an entertainment for Theseus’ nuptials, there is 
plenty of scope for comedy and interaction. Quince needed a little more projection, a 



little too quiet at times; the motley crew of Snout (Andrea Jones), Snug (Chris 
Newman), Starveling (Mandy Cutbull) and Flute (Tom Hayes) made relatively good 
use of the acting space and their costumes reflected their occupations effectively. It 
was largely left to Bottom (Jake Powell) to breeze through the scene in his blustering, 
arrogant but entertaining manner bringing out much of the comedy. The actor exuded 
supreme confidence, has a good voice, stage presence and the timing and energy of 
the characterisation, very much at ease in the space and with his movement, engaged 
with the audience immediately. He certainly took centre stage which was exactly right 
for Bottom. He needs to be at the centre of everything. 

I quite liked Puck (Kirsten Ditchfield); the character was studied and came across 
physically and vocally. The actress was uninhibited in her playing and served Oberon 
faithfully whilst fully engaging in her mischievous ways. Good vocal tones, confident 
movement around the set and she kept the momentum of the scene going as she 
carried out Oberon’s commands. Her laughter, I have to admit, did get a little irritating 
(the he-he-he’s needed to be varied – they were on the same level and appeared 
rather forced) but the idea of including it in the characterisation was absolutely correct. 

There was some fun to be had in the rehearsing of the play by the Mechanicals and 
each was able to make his//her own contribution to the mayhem. The section between 
Bottom and Flute worked effectively as they acted out their roles as Pyramus and 
Thisbe before Bottom re-appeared with the ass’s head. I thought there might have 
been more hysteria with the group as they exited in disarray. It needed much more 
vocal engagement with the situation. Bottom, of course, has been ‘transformed’ and 
at the time this would have represented the presence of evil. 

We had an effective contrast in the section with Titania and Bottom and a reluctant set 
of fairies to carry out Bottom’s order. The fairies, Peaseblossom (Angie Lucas), 
Mustardseed (Sue Elliott), Moth (Catrin Jones) and Fairy (Megan Smith) adopted 
an ‘attitude’ and again, each engaged in his/her own relationship within the scene. The 
setting up of the bower upstage left allowed the audience full view of the scene 
although I did think that Titania looked very uncomfortable having to lie on such a small 
section. However, the more gentle tones in Titania’s delivery as she is entranced by 
Bottom were effective and the chorus of ‘Love is all around’ brought the first half to a 
fitting conclusion. Well sung by all. 

The delivery of the ‘Romeo and Juliet’ Prologue at the start of the second act would 
have benefitted by a speedier delivery and, perhaps, a static position to give focus. 
But it was clear and audible and the rhythms of the piece correctly observed. The 
actual fight sequence (Chris Newman and Jake Powell) wasn’t entirely successful – 
a strobe might have helped but it was an unconvincing affair; although designed to 
show the enmity between both households it didn’t have the energy and excitement 
that it needed. 



Positioning the Montagues (Sue Elliott as Lady Montague) and the Capulets (Mandy 
Cutbill as Lady Capulet– Dave Snow is in the programme as playing both Montangue 
and Capulet) at opposite ends of the acting space was fine as it opened up the area 
and allowed for the Prince (Malcolm Barker) to take centre stage on the rostrum as 
he delivers his speech to the warring households. The distance between the Capulets 
and Montagues also served to emphasis their contempt for each other. Although the 
Prince had a clear voice and conveyed the verse effectively and was able to show his 
anger and disquiet at his ‘rebellious subjects’ perhaps there needed to be less 
shouting and more intense passion to illustrate his frustration at the continuing battle 
between the two households. This would have given him more control as the Prince 
in subjugating his subjects to his will. Certainly having him centre on the rostrum gave 
him the necessary physical status. 

 The change of mood was nicely done when we went into the following balcony scene. 
I did think that the playing between Juliet (Shara Blanchard) and Romeo (Tom 
Hayes) was one of the highlights of the evening. If the show is about Shakespeare’s 
best bits we were offered here two young performers who were totally engaged in 
creating their roles. Both actors spoke with understanding and commitment, with an 
underlying energy that showed the shifting moods and young love. There was a charm 
to the playing which made their partnership engaging to the audience. Both actors 
displayed a confidence. Again, some advice to Juliet, watch the vowel sounds and 
tone down movement and gesture. Other than that it was a sustained and credible 
performance. Romeo’s final lines showed discipline and control which were excellent. 

The main issue with this particular scene, however, was with the staging, as previously 
mentioned. Although it started well with Juliet amongst the audience Romeo did need 
to join her on the balcony so the scene was even more intimate and served to highlight 
the danger of discovery as the Nurse calls out to Juliet. What we were offered didn’t 
quite work – but that was always going to be a problem playing to an audience on 
three sides. That aside, there was a truthfulness in the playing and a youthfulness that 
were engaging and brought the characters to life. 

There were, also, some issues with the staging of the garden scene with Malvolio 
finding the letter reportedly written to him by Olivia. The text (as opposed to the letter) 
was a neat idea that worked, I have to say; no problems here. Where I did think there 
might have been more inventiveness and creativity was with Toby, Andrew and Feste 
who needed to be ‘hidden’ whilst watching the unfolding episode. Having all three 
sitting on the section upstage right all the way through seemed a little unimaginative. 
A lost moment to create some real visual comedy and to vary levels. Make a little more 
of Malvolio’s exit as he determines to smile and kiss his hand so that we can anticipate 
what he is going to look like when he next appears. Make the exit more of a moment. 
We were offered a comic moment when we had ‘I just called to say I love you from the 
bottom of my heart...’ as Bottom shouted his name on the word ‘bottom’.  



Puck explained to Oberon what had happened. Here some suggestions/advice to the 
actor playing Puck. A good, voice, good stage presence, but it’s not entirely necessary 
to act out everything in the speech – it slows down the delivery to some extent. 
Shakespeare has done all the work; it’s necessary only to deliver the lines. 

The link between what Malvolio is about to do and the situation with Bottom and Titania 
was effectively made as the unravelling is about to happen with the ‘simmering pot’ of 
the three Witches. Playing here between the three was always full-throated and 
confident and the actresses invested their scene with appropriate energy although I 
did think the delivery could have been speeded up at times for maximum impact.  

An interesting idea to have Olivia’s entourage (Catrin Jones, Megan Smith, Coral 
Smith) watching ‘Grease’ -  a bit of a girly night  and although it seemed fun it was 
also, to be honest, a little inappropriate as Olivia is still in mourning and probably 
wouldn’t have engaged with the frivolity. But the main point of the episode is to make 
Malvolio look ridiculous. Effective reactions from Olivia (Angie Lucas) and a confident 
performance as she is confused by Malvolio’s appearance. The ripping off of the 
trousers was a moment of comedy nicely handled and we were offered an effective 
moment of disbelief with the servant’s reactions (Tom Hayes) to witnessing the sight. 
His silence spoke volumes. Playing the scene upstage right with Malvolio centre stage 
enabled the audience to appreciate the ‘yellow stockings and cross-gartering’ although 
much of the scene seemed to be played upstage to where the ladies were. Needless 
to say what to Malvolio is the height of fashion is quite the reverse. In Elizabeth times 
the fashion was long out of date. And equally the kissing of the hand and the smile 
totally inappropriate as Olivia is still in mourning. I did notice that Puck had been 
observing events here. An interesting idea and, perhaps, one that might have been 
explored more fully throughout the performance so that his influence/mischievousness 
is more far-reaching. And as that plot comes to a conclusion so, too, does the Titania, 
Oberon and Bottom sequence with Titania being revolted by the sight she is 
witnessing. Strong and confident playing by all three actors. Pacey and entertaining. 

‘I love to boogie’ brought proceedings to a close and enabled the cast to engage in an 
upbeat number. The space was filled with everyone and the script idea of resorting to 
silhouettes as Puck and then the Chorus wandered amongst them was a nice idea 
although neither performer could be clearly seen as the stage was so full of people. 
Again, the problem of playing on three sides with a space full of cast members. But a 
very fitting way to conclude the performance and to invite the audience to show its 
appreciation. 

 

DRAMATIC ACHIEVEMENT:   to devise an entertainment based around favourite bits 
from Shakespeare, to assemble a cast who were keen to be involved regardless of 
experience, to integrate songs and to structure the piece so that it hung together and 
made sense is no mean undertaking. There had been, clearly, a degree of 



inventiveness in creating the script and some effective production touches.  Tackling 
Shakespeare is, to many, a daunting experience. It’s the language, of course, that can 
act as a barrier to today’s actors and audiences. It’s about speaking the verse 
correctly, technically, observing the rhymes and rhythms, it’s about creating 
characters, understanding their motivation, appreciating the changes in tone and 
mood and it’s about understanding and communicating all this to an audience. The 
company is to be congratulated on embarking upon the project, but not only that. 
Commitment from each and every member of the cast was clearly in evidence; so, 
too, was the tremendous support for one another. They worked as an ensemble and 
whilst there may have been various levels of achievement with some staging issues 
due to the playing space, what the audience clearly took away was a total enjoyment 
from the evening. The integration of music, the use of the choir, youth, age and the 
work that had gone into the piece from the initial work-shopping to the final product is 
something at that the Kingsley Players should, justifiably, be proud of. I have no doubt 
that there will be a number of cast members eagerly anticipating your first full length 
Shakespeare having now got the bug! 

Colin Snell GoDA 


